
Present Continuous

Name: Date: __/__/20__

______________ too much of my esteemed reader, if I beg of him to
remember where and how I last left the Honorable Annesley Beecher?
1.

(I/ask/?)

Am I asking

You _____________ the wrong sow by the ear.2. (take)are taking

You ________________, too, Miss Maud?3. (not/go)'re not going

The imagination, when one _____________, will not work unless the back
is supported.
4.

(sit)
is sitting

I ___________ now to find her.5. (go)'m going

Friends, let us bring this- _______________________ at?6.
(what/you/look/?)

What are you looking

Dad and your father ______________ around.7. (walk)are walking

____________________________ a rotten pumpkin like the Southern
Confederacy?
8.

(why/a hen/look into/?)
Why is a hen looking into

I suppose those people ______________ round your neck, then; no
wonder you're always in difficulties.
9.

(hang)
are hanging

The rest of the letter _____________.10. (miss)is missing

When we speak, for instance, of a student as having good powers of
attention, we ___________________ of mobility but rather of the opposite.
11.

(not/think)
are not thinking

And ______________________________ under this Mosaic
paternalism?
12.

(who/the subjects/live/?)
who are the subjects living

He's been ill, but he _____________ well again now.13. (get)'s getting

_________________ towards Realism or rising towards Idealism?14.
(she/sag/?)

Is she sagging
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In Spain evidence _________________ to show that the Roman Catholic
faith inspires deep religious sentiment, but without religious principle.
15.

(not/lack)

is not lacking

It will not be like coming home, but I am sure you will try to be happy, and
make me feel that you ______________ me in this sad time.
16.

(help)are helping

You _______________ how you would be able to kill me?17. (think)are thinking

_____________________________________________?18.
(what crime of ancestors/they/expiate/?)

What crime of ancestors are they expiating

But when I look back on the pleasures of which it is the consequence, I
am conscious they were worth the price I ____________.
19.

(pay)am paying

___________________ your heart to ribbons because that fine young
gent that left us a while ago is about to be sent envoy to Bogota?
20.

(you/fret/?)
Are you fretting
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